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Kuwait: Minor accidents to 
be settled by reconciliation 

The beat is fading for 
Ramadan drummers192 Peru gets out of jail to win 

the ‘World Cup of prisons’ 27
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US vetoes UN draft resolution on 
‘protecting’ Palestinian civilians 

Kuwait-drafted text calls for ‘measures to guarantee safety’ 

The word Ramadan comes from the Arabic
root word ‘Al-Ramadh,’ which means exces-
sive heat. It also means burning sins. Abdullah

bin Umar (RA) said, “Indeed Ramadan was named
so because sins are burnt in it.” (Imam IbnAsaakir).
This year, Ramadan has occurred just before the
summer solstice in the Northern Hemisphere. Out of
Allah’s mercy and grace, Ramadan cycles through-
out all seasons in 33 years or so. 

We are all well aware of the concept of fasting
and what it means to fast during the month of
Ramadan. What many people don’t know is that
there are actually three levels of fasting. Below we
will discuss those levels in detail. Fasting, as we all
know, is an integral component of Islam and among
the pillars of Islam (acts that characterize a Muslim).
There are three levels of fasting - they are: 

(A) The fast of the masses, which entails aban-
doning food, drinks and satisfying one’s carnal
desires during the daylight hours. Allah (SWT) says
in Al-Hadeeth Al-Qudsi describing the situation of a
fasting person: “... he abandons his food, drinks and
enjoying his conjugal rites because of Me. Therefore,
fasting is for Me and I am the one to determine the
nature and amount of rewards for a fasting person.”
The majority of the Muslims fall under this category.
Our long-sought goal should be to keep Allah
(SWT) in our minds all the time with the realization
that He watches over us all the time. The ordinary
fast is the most basic level of fasting and pertains to
controlling the desires of the stomach and other
bodily needs. This is the minimum requirement for
fasting to be considered successful.

(B) The fast of special people entails not only
abstaining from sensual pleasures, but also includes
keeping one’s eyes, tongue, hands, feet, the senses of
hearing and seeing, as well as other parts of the
body away from committing sins. Abu Huraira nar-
rated that Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said,
“Whoever doesn’t abandon false speech or acting
upon it, there is no need for him to abstain from food
and drinks.” (Imam Al-Bukhari 1903). 

In this Hadith, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
informs us that real fasting is to abstain from sins as
much as possible. You can’t claim you are fasting yet 
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Levels of fasting 

UNITED NATIONS: The United States
vetoed Friday an Arab-backed UN draft
resolution calling for measures to pro-
tect the Palestinians but failed to win any
backing for its own text condemning
Hamas for the violence in Gaza. The two
failed votes at the Security Council came
a few hours after a young Palestinian
woman was shot dead by Israeli soldiers
near the Gaza border fence. At least 123
Palestinians have been killed by Israeli
fire since the protests began at the end
of March. No Israelis have been killed. 

US Ambassador Nikki Haley declared
that “it is now completely clear that the

UN is hopelessly biased against Israel,”
saying council members were “willing to
blame Israel, but unwilling to blame
Hamas.” Ten countries, including China,
France and Russia voted in favor of the
draft put forward by Kuwait on behalf of
Arab countries. Four countries - Britain,
Ethiopia, the Netherlands and Poland -
abstained. Kuwait’s Ambassador
Mansour Al-Otaibi said the US veto “will
increase the sense of despair among the
Palestinians,” fuel further violence and
“feed the sentiments of hatred and
extremism.”

Continued on Page 24

JERUSALEM: A Palestinian girl takes a selfie outside the Dome of the Rock mosque in
Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa Mosque compound during Muslim holy month of Ramadan. — AFP 

Ministers overpower MPs 2-0

By Hassan Twaha Bwambale

KUWAIT: In an annual Ramadan sporting
event, the government team (Kuwait minis-
ters) beat the National Assembly team
(Kuwait lawmakers) 2-0 in an indoor soccer
match yesterday as part of the 39th Al-
Roudhan Ramadan Tournament. National
Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim lead
the team in the encounter - sponsored by His

Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. 

The first half ended goalless, but the game
was tensed up during the second half, with
Minister of Commerce Khaled Al-Roudhan
scoring twice. “The government has won after
years of difficulty ...,” Al-Ghanim said in his
remarks following the game. “The game was a

chance to show that there are no differences
between the Assembly and the government.
And if there are any, they are for service of
the homeland,” Al-Roudhan said. The indoor
soccer event is an annual tradition that sees
ministers and lawmakers setting aside an
evening to compete in sport, not politics, dur-
ing the holy month of Ramadan. — Agencies 

CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi vowed
to tackle jihadists and revive the economy as he was
sworn in yesterday for a second four-year term after a
wave of arrests. Sisi took the presidential oath before a
packed parliament after winning 97 percent of valid
votes in March’s presidential election. Fighter jets drew
an Egyptian flag in the sky above Cairo and military
helicopters flew over the city centre as the president
made his way to parliament, where he was greeted with
a 21-gun salute.  

“Together we face economic, social and political
challenges and their negative effects on all aspects of
life,” he said. Speaking at a ceremony that followed a
series of arrests targeting civil society critics and
opponents, Sisi called for “consensus” and unity. “Only
those who have opted for violence, terrorism and
extremism will be excluded from common spaces,” he

said. Sisi has regularly been accused by human rights
defenders of violating public freedoms and silencing
opponents.

Two of those arrested in recent months are Wael
Abbas, a blogger and journalist, and Shadi Ghazali
Harb, a youth leader during the 2011 revolution that
toppled longtime dictator Hosni Mubarak. Before
addressing public officials and religious authorities, the
president led a minute’s silence for the Egyptians who
had died “for the country”.  Egypt has been hit by a
series of deadly militant attacks in recent years.
Jihadists have killed hundreds of soldiers, policemen
and civilians, mainly in the northern Sinai peninsula but
also elsewhere in Egypt. “Together we fought brutal
terrorism that sought to undermine the unity of our
homeland,” he said.

Seven years after the January 2011 uprising, Sisi will
face two major challenges in his second term: security
and economic recovery. Since February 9, the army has
been conducting a vast military campaign to “cleanse”
the country of terrorists. The fighting has so far killed at
least 200 jihadists and 35 soldiers, according to official
figures. Since taking office, Sisi has enacted a series of
reforms aimed at stabilising an economy hit by security
threats and runaway inflation. — AFP 

Egypt President 
Sisi sworn in for 
2nd 4-year term

CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi gives a
speech during his swearing in ceremony for a second four-
year term in office, at the parliament meeting hall in Cairo
yesterday. — AFP

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia announced another Cabinet
reshuffle yesterday with a heavy focus on culture and
religion, as the kingdom undergoes a major image over-
haul. This is the second significant government change
since the appointment of Prince Mohammed Bin Salman,
son of the king, as heir to the region’s most powerful
throne. The Crown Prince serves as deputy prime minis-
ter under his father, King Salman. 

State news agency SPA announced King Salman had
replaced the country’s Labor and Islamic Affairs minis-
ters-and named a prince linked to the purchase of a
Leonardo da Vinci painting of Jesus as Culture Minister.
Saudi Arabia for decades has combined its culture and
information ministries. The decree announced the culture
ministry was now a separate entity under Prince Badr bin
Abdullah, the man named by the New York Times as the
mystery buyer of Da Vinci’s “Salvator Mundi” for a
record-breaking $450 million at auction last year. 

The Wall Street Journal later reported that he was act-
ing on behalf of Prince Mohammed. The Louvre Abu
Dhabi has said the religious painting was “acquired” by
the Emirati authorities and would be put on display there.
Non-Muslim worship is banned in Saudi Arabia, but the
kingdom has hosted high-ranking Christian clerics in
recent months, notably from Lebanon  and France. In
April, the Vatican signed a memorandum for a meeting
with Saudi officials every three years. 

Ahmed bin Suleiman Al-Rajhi, an engineer and private
sector businessman, was yesterday named Labor and
Social Development minister. 

Sheikh Abdullatif bin Abdulaziz Al-Sheikh was named
the new Islamic Affairs minister. Prince Mohammed, who
has steadily consolidated his grip on power has spear-
headed a string of policy changes in ultraconservative
Saudi Arabia, including reinstating cinemas and allowing
women to drive. 

Often referred to by his initials, MBS, the prince
pledged a “moderate, open” Saudi Arabia in a televised
keynote speech in October, telling international investors
his country wanted “to live a normal life.” Saudi Arabia
has been dominated by a harsh strain of conservative
Islam since the 1979 seizure of the Grand Mosque of
Makkah by around 400 extremists, a reaction against 
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Saudi King reshuffles 
Cabinet with eye on 
culture and religion

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim dribbles some Cabinet ministers during an annual Ramadan sporting event yesterday. — Photos
by Yasser Al-Zayyat 

Palestinian Ambassador
hails Kuwait’s efforts

KUWAIT: The Palestinian
Ambassador to Kuwait
Rami Tahboub highly com-
mended Kuwait’s efforts as
a representative of the
Arab nations in the UN
Security Council, noting
that Kuwait managed to
block a US resolution in
favor of Israel. 

“This proves that
Kuwait’s voice is high
against the injustice prac-
ticed against our people,” he stressed, adding that
Kuwait works on having the international community
shoulder its responsibilities and avoid  treating the
Palestinian people’s peaceful fight for freedom equally
with the Israeli occupation’s practices against an
unarmed people.

Rami Tahboub


